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Prepositions of direction exercises pdf with answers

Check out our page on prepositions of location and direction, then try the grammar exercise below! (Remember: you need to choose the right answer.) Level: Elementary and over Hi! I am Clare, an English teacher and the founder of this site. I can help you speak English more easily! Here are two things for you: 10 Essential Fluency Phrases – Get Phrases for Simple Calls NEW:
Join The English Fluency Club – Get my 2 fluency program + weekly challenges and group lessons Fill in the sentences below by selecting the right prepositions, then press Check to check your answers. Sometimes more than one answer is possible. Learn English on Englishpage.com! Prepositions of directional exercise in Auto-English Select the correct answer below to fill the
void. A package of 11 worksheets with answers to prepositions of direction or movement. This includes activity cards and exercises on: Using prepositions to provide instructions. Use illustrations to frame sentences. Fill voids with the direction of prepositions. Demonstrates written knowledge of directional prepositions. Use map for directions with direction prepositions. Here are
possible uses for these in your classroom: Challenging early finishers For effective tutoring Like ESL stations and sub tubs Like holiday work and homework For small group collaborations For one on unit assessments For reinforcement and enrichment Read moreReport a problem Correct prepositions are in italics. 1. Anna has returned to her home town. 2. The dog jumped in/into
the lake. 3. Are the boys still swimming in the pool? 4. Thomas fell on/on the floor. 5. The plane landed on the runway. 6. We drove towards the river for an hour but turned north before we reached it. 7. The kids climbed on/at monkey bars. 8. Joanna got in/into Fred's car. 9. The child spilled his flakes on the floor. 10. We called out to the man on the ladder, Hang on! 11. I went to
the gym. 12. Matthew and Michelle moved the table into the dining room. 13. Allan left your keys on the table. 14. Dr. Karper apologized for disturbing us and told us to continue our discussion. 15. I go to the amusement park. 16. Pat drove Mike to the airport. 17. Glenn almost fell in/in the river. 18. The waitress noticed that there was no more Diet Pepsi in Marty's glass. 19. Lee
and Sarah took the bus that was heading for university. 20. Mary Sue jumped on/on stage and danced. Back to Questions Fill in the following sentences with the correct preposition: to, against, on, on, in or in. Some sentences may have more than one possible correct answer. Remember that a few motion sororities just take on rather than on. 1. Anna has returned ______ her
hometown. 2nd The dog jumped ______ lake. 3. Are the boys still swimming ______ pool? 4th Thomas fell ______ the floor. 5. The plane landed ______ runway. 6. We drove the _____ river for an hour but turned north before we reached it. 7th The children climbed up ______ the Bars. 8th Joanna got ______ Fred's car. 9. The child spilled his cereal ______ the floor. 10th We
called out to the man on the ladder, Hang _______ 11th I went ______ gym. 12. Matthew and Michelle moved the table ______ dining room. 13. Allan left your keys ______ table. 14. Dr. Karper apologized for interrupting us and told us to carry ______ with our discussion. 15th I go ______ theme park. 16. Pat drove Mike ______ airport. 17th Glenn almost fell ______ river. 18.
The waitress noticed that there was no more Diet Pepsi ______ Marty's glass. 19. Lee and Sarah took the bus that was going ______ university. 20. Mary Sue jumped ______ scene and danced. Go to Answer Prepositions of direction are few in number but they are also important to note. They include those below and are best learned and understood in context. Study the
examples below carefully, and then do the exercise that follows. You can check your answers to see how well you know these prepositions direction. AROUND= in a circular direction I've driven around this neighborhood three times and I still can't find their house. AT = in the (general) direction of the Little Boy threw a stone at the little girl. AWAY FROM = leaving a place, a person
or an object She ran away from home when she was sixteen. DOWN = falling motion Raindrops ran down the windshield making it difficult to see the road. DOWN TO = falling movement expressing a final destination The child fell to the ground. FOR = to have the view or destination of the Israelites listed for the Promised Land when they left Egypt. INTO= a destination within
something The frightened deer disappeared into the forest. ONTO= a destination on something He put the plate on the table and started eating his dinner. UR = a destination outside something He ran out of the room as if he was on fire. TO = in the specific direction of To hospital, please. And hurry! It's an emergency. Can you give this DVD to Jill, please? MOT = in the general
direction of We drove towards the center when we had an accident. UP = ascending, in a general movement The smoke from the fire went up into the sky. UP TO = ascending, expressing specific destination You will be able to reach the cat if you climb to the top of the tree. He couldn't wait for his vacation to get away from it all. The cost of a new car brought him down to earth.
When the situation worsens, we say we go from the frying pan, into the fire. ** Special note ** When you call someone. (You're angry) When you call someone. (You want to attract their attention.) You throw the ball at someone. (You want to hit them with the ball.) You throw the ball to someone. (You want them to have it, you give it to them.) Prepositions for direction exercise
Select from the drop-down menu the preposition(s) that best complete the sentences below. For more information about prepositions of direction click on the previous link. Community Community
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